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Indeed, this year’s festival is firmly framed within the paradigm of new music, and within
abstract concert music at that. The choices of microtonal music curated on this festival
nevertheless address several specific styles of microtonality by giving a preference to microtonal music that is interdisciplinary, not notated, or lacks commercial infrastructure.
Typically, this means works that are either not being marketed and are being shared online
free of charge, are never written down, call for special non-canon skills of the performer,
are by composers less known to the worldwide public, or that stem from the deepest abysses
of academia. Admittedly, and here I am already eyeing on future festivals of microtonal
music, there is always room for improvement, especially whenever there are enough funds
and time available.
I extend my heartfelt thanks to my co-conspirator Juuso Kunttu and to everyone involved
in some way or another, particularly Korvat auki ry and those named under the ‘Collaborators’ rubric, for making all of this possible.
I invite you to enjoy this half of a week of microtonal music in Helsinki with us!
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During the following three days, numerous invited skillful lecturer, performer, and composer personas abound – their extensive presentations can be read on the pages to follow
– and what keeps me particularly happy is how this exchange will undoubtedly stir the
microtonal activities of everybody involved.
By portraying improvisations, brand new instruments, a composer-lecturer-performer corpus representative of our field at present, and by affording an emphasis on premieres, we
have decided to maintain a contemporary touch throughout the programme.

PROGRAM – THURSDAY 18th
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I wish to welcome all the microtonal enthusiasts and professionals from the Helsinki region
and from around the world to my previous, precious hometown of Helsinki! Please do take
your time in Helsinki with as much devotion as we do. You will be able to spend your time
here maintaining and creating new connections, listening to microtonal music and to discussing ideas about it, and getting to know representative people working in the microtonal
scene in Helsinki.

Yours,
Juhani Vesikkala
Co-director, MikroFest Helsinki 2018
Composer, performing musician, researcher
Helsinki & Prague
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WEDNESDAY 17th
Seminar Day 1 – TUNING IN
Venue: Helsinki Music Centre – Auditorium
Wednesday 17th starts with four introductory lectures about microtonality. The day carries
the theme TUNING IN and includes general presentations about tuning system concepts,
concrete practice of real time tuning, overview of composing with different systems and
history of microtonalism.
In the first presentation, Juuso Kunttu maps out different categories of tuning
systems and discusses how various alternative tonalities, or harmonic systems, inhabit
them. In the second presentation Dr Juho Laitinen describes his method of producing just
intonation intervals accurately with cello. He discusses this in light of Marc Sabat’s composition Les Duresses - Intonation after Morton Feldman #2, which will be heard in the
opening concert on the same day.
In the third presentation Tuomas Kettunen, a member of the Korvat auki society
for contemporary music, talks about microtonal compositional approaches in light of his
recent works, including quarter-tones, just intonation and mixed tunings. Kettunen’s work
Sketches for electronics will be heard in the opening concert. In the final presentation after
lunch break Dr Lidia Ader invited from St. Petersburg discusses microtonal music and its
concepts in Soviet Union and Russia in 1910s-2010s.
Juuso Kunttu

Program
10.15–10.30: Introduction

Juuso Kunttu: Differentiating tuning systems and harmonic systems
There is a vast number of different types of alternative tuning systems, mathematical representations of pitch organization, that can be used as a basis for musical composition. In
this presentation I will discuss many ways of classifying systems and mapping them out
based on their qualities. I will also discuss harmonic systems, sometimes called tuning
system families or scale systems, how they are classified, and what is their relationship to
alternative forms of tonality and harmony. Examples of notation for different types of harmonic system environments will be shown.
Juho Laitinen: Modes of hearing in microtonally tuned intervals. A case study of Marc
Sabat’s Les Duresses
In order to correctly play or sing pitches in just intonation, a corporal way of listening to
the spectrum of sound needs to be developed. By looking at one of the pieces in Sabat’s Les
Duresses, I demonstrate my attempt to formulate a methodology towards this aim.
Tuomas Kettunen: Microtonality in my recent works
In this presentation, I will explore the development of my own microtonal expression and
analyze various technical solutions through musical examples from my own recent works
including electronic, chamber and orchestral music.
Lidia Ader: Microtonal music from 1910s to 2010s: Russian experience

13.00–15.00: Lunch break

The history of microtonal music is old and young at the same time. Some may dare to attach
this term to non-tempered system epoch in 16-17th centuries, other will begin its way from
20th century. Microtonal music is widely discussed across the last century in terms of theory and practice, composition and performance. This paper focuses on different attitudes
towards understanding of microtonal music and its development in Russia during the period of 1910-2010s. I will observe different systems, schools and experiences starting from
Arthur Lourie and finishing Serge Newski. Passing decades, it is interesting to trace composers’ attitude towards instrumentarium and system formation: comparing completely
different approaches, including enlarging major and minor systems and creating absolutely
new tonal segments. In the end we will come to observation of the term ‘microtonal music’
in general with a huge accent to Russian side.

15.10–16.00 | MICROTONALITY IN RUSSIA
Lidia Ader: Microtonal music from 1910s to 2010s: Russian experience

See presenters’ descriptions on pages 19–30.

10.30–11.15 | THE JOURNEY BEGINS
Juuso Kunttu: Differentiating tuning systems and harmonic systems
11.15–12.00 | JUST INTONATION
Juho Laitinen: Modes of hearing in microtonally tuned intervals. A case study of
Marc Sabat’s Les Duresses
12.00–12.45 | YOUNG COMPOSER ON VARIOUS MICROTONAL SYSTEMS
Tuomas Kettunen: Microtonality in my recent works
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MikroFest Helsinki 2018 – Opening Concert
Wednesday October 17th at 18.00
Venue: Vapaan Taiteen Tila / Space for Free Arts, Vilhonvuorenkuja 15, Helsinki

~~~
Korvat Auki Ensemble: Sebastian Dumitrescu, Suvi Linnovaara, Grisell Macdonel,
Teemu Mastovaara, Libero Mureddu, Lauri Supponen, Niilo Tarnanen.
Rolf Gustavson, sound technician

Bag of tricks, cave of skills – Microtonality in improvisation

Thanks to: Korvat auki ry, Vapaan taiteen tila, Ossi Hiltunen

Teemu MASTOVAARA: Microtonal Miniature Overture (2017)
Grisell Macdonel, double bass
Teemu Mastovaara, cello

1’

Solo improvisation
Juhani Räisänen, zorm

6’

~~~
MikroFest Helsinki 2018 – Opening concert
Bag of tricks, cave of skills - Microtonality in improvisation

Solo improvisation Study of set aside moments6’
J-T Vesikkala, objects and voice
Duo improvisation
Juhani Räisänen, zorm
J-T Vesikkala, objects and voice

9’

Matilda SEPPÄLÄ: Meno (2018)
Janne Valkeajoki, accordion

8’

~ ~ ~ INTERMISSION ~ ~ ~
Marc SABAT: Les Duresses – Intonation after Morton Feldman #2 (2004)
Juho Laitinen, cello

12’

Ensemble improvisation #1 – The Emerging5’
Korvat Auki Ensemble
Ensemble improvisation #2 – The Dissolving9’
Korvat Auki Ensemble
Tuomas KETTUNEN: Sketches for electronics (2014)7’30’’
1. Nefernefernefer
2. Steve
3. Harmonie
4. Steve again…
Concertino improvisation
Juhani Räisänen, zorm
Korvat Auki Ensemble
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Concert overview
The opening concert of MikroFest Helsinki 2018 builds on the theme microtonality in improvisation performed in a long cave, essentially a bunker without outside distractions. Six
out of ten works are without written directions, realized on the spot as a completely unique
experience of interaction. The concert brings together Korvat Auki Ensemble, a group performing experimental and improvised music, instrument builder Juhani Räisänen with
zorm, his newly developed electro-acoustic instrument, as well as vocalist and objects improviser J-T Vesikkala. Microtonal systems used in these improvisations range from harmonic 128-overtone-tuning developed by Johnny Reinhard (who visited Helsinki to perform at this venue last year) through an amplified noise spectrum to entirely anti-overtone
approaches, in order to create distinct musical landscapes with contrasting characteristics.
The concert includes also four strictly notated microtonal works. Cellist Juho
Laitinen performs Marc Sabat’s just intonation piece Les Duresses – Intonation after Morton
Feldman #2. Tuomas Kettunen’s “tape” electronic composition Sketches for electronics was
likewise composed in just intonation. Matilda Seppälä’s Meno for accordeon is a meditation
where the sounds of 12EDO are constantly re-tuned, and Teemu Mastovaara’s Microtone
Miniature Overture for double bass and cello experiments with striking and slightly cranky
microtonal moods. Kettunen, Seppälä and Mastovaara are members of Korvat auki association for young composers.
Juuso Kunttu
~~~
See musicians’ and composers’ descriptions on pages 19–30.
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THURSDAY 18th

Descriptions of Compositions
Teemu MASTOVAARA: Microtonal Miniature Overture (2017)
Microtonal Miniature Overture (2017) is a piece which was composed as a part of a piece
consisting of a set of miniature compositions composed by a few different composers and
was premiered in Lyon in autumn 2017. The whole piece was an exploration of putting together different tiny inner worlds and shaping them into a coherent, and somewhat linked
whole. The miniature overture itself is a simple piece which attempts to show that microtonal music is not only a serious contemporary or a folk music thing, but it can also be used
to compose striking, slightly cranky, music.
Matilda SEPPÄLÄ: Meno (2018)
Meno was composed during the Darmstadt Summer Course where I participated the accordion workshop led by Rebecca Saunders and Krassimir Sterev. About five days were
given for composing, during which the works were crafted together with both the musician
and a fellow composer. We composed two separate works, yet we exchanged ideas during
the process and provided feedback on each other’s work. Upon exploring the rich timbral
possibilities of the accordion, I found such stunning beauty within the peaceful breathing
of the instrument and the marvelous pulses that are created when an interval is first played
on both manuals and is then to be bent slowly with the other hand. The ears of the listener
will readily delve deep into the phenomena of sound.
Marc SABAT: Les Duresses (2004–) for violins
This work-in-progress is a collection of pieces for violin or violin+instrument, conceived
as experimental ‘intonation studies’ in a sense parallel to Conlon Nancarrow’s ‘Studies for
Player Piano’. Like Couperin’s books of music for harpsichord, I think of my collection as
contemporary house music existing for private playing pleasure which might occasionally
double as more formal concert music. ‘Les Duresses’ is dedicated to Natalie Pfeiffer.
The first two pieces in the series, titled ‘Intonation after Morton Feldman #1 and
#2’, each take as a point of departure a pair of tuned dyads drawn from Morton Feldman’s
unfinished ‘Composition’ (1984) for solo violin. The harmonically complex transitions become the respective topics of the new pieces, seeking to make these comprehensible to both
player and listener. These pieces may be transposed and played on viola, Partch adapted
viola, or cello if desired.
Tuomas KETTUNEN: Sketches for electronics (2014)
1. Nefernefernefer | 2. Steve | 3. Harmonie | 4. Steve again…
Sketches for electronics was for me the first attempt to explore just intonation in my own
music. These various electronic sketches grew into a series of four pieces. The first one,
Nefernefernefer, is a reference to the character in Mika Waltari’s novel “Egyptian”. The second and the fourth one both employ the process called phasing, most famously presented
in pieces by Steve Reich. In the third piece, all independent chords are tuned in just intonation individually.
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Seminar Day 2 – UP THE TONE LADDER
Venue: Helsinki Music Centre – Auditorium
The five presentations on Thursday 18th zoom in on the details of specific microtonal systems. The theme for the day is UP THE TONE LADDER referring to the increasing number
of tones and pitches in the subsequent equally tempered systems discussed by the speakers.
In the first presentation Kalle Aho introduces the properties of 17-tone equal
temperament and addresses the specific problems related to harmonization in this system. In the second presentation, Christian Klinkenberg invited from Belgium discusses the
modal possibilities of 19-tone equal and Bohlen-Pierce temperaments, aided by his custom-built microtonal keyboards. In the third presentation Juhani Nuorvala demonstrates
the properties of 22-tone equal temperament in the context of his own recent compositions.
After the lunch break Dr Elisa Järvi presents a newly built piano in 24-tone equal
temperament and talks about its historical connections. In the final presentation flutist
Erik Drescher invited from Berlin talks about his marvelous and rare instrument, the glissando-flute, and demonstrates its capacity to produce the full continuum of pitches. Erik
Drescher will perform in the recital concert on the glissando-flute on Friday 19th.
To draw the day to an end, composer Niilo Tarnanen will host a panel discussion
around the theme “The position of microtonality in contemporary music education”.
Juuso Kunttu

Program
11.30–12.15 | 17 TONES
Kalle Aho: An Introduction to 17-Tone Equal Temperament
12.15–13.00 | 19 TONES & BOHLEN-PIERCE TEMPERAMENT
Christian Klinkenberg: Combining Different Microtonal Scales
13.00–13.45 | 22 TONES
Juhani Nuorvala: My First Steps in 22EDO
13.45–15.15: Lunch break
15.10–16.00 | 24 TONES
Elisa Järvi: On a Quarter-Tone Piano
16.00–16.45 | FULL CONTINUUM
Erik Drescher: The Glissando Flute
17.00–18.00 | PANEL DISCUSSION
The position of microtonality in contemporary music education
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Abstracts of Presentations
Kalle Aho: An Introduction to 17-Tone Equal Temperament
Often dismissed as a melodically attractive but harmonically discordant tuning, 17-tone
equal division of the octave has recently become a popular choice among microtonalists.
This presentation is an introductory survey of its’ melodic and harmonic features along
with an interpretation of it as an extremely efficient temperament of the no-5’s just intonation subgroup 2.3.7.11.13. Being a prime numbered division it has a great variety of
possible generated collections and scales. It has exaggerated Pythagorean versions of the
diatonic and pentatonic scales and an interesting system of Middle-Eastern flavored scales
among other possibilities. Approaches and problems relating to the harmonization of scales
are discussed.

Elisa Järvi: On a Quarter-Tone Piano
A new kind of quarter-tone piano was recently developed in Finland. It is an approach
to meet specific needs of contemporary music: producing quarter-tones on a full-range
keyboard. The idea was to create an instrument that enables the player to perform melodic
lines and chords that include microtonal intervals with one hand.
The final instrument is an extended version of the traditional piano, consisting
of a new quarter-tone keyboard connected to two Disklavier pianos, which are tuned one
quarter-tone apart. The keyboard can also be connected to loudspeakers and used as an
e-piano.
This presentation introduces some historical aspects of a quarter-tone piano, the
need for the new instrument and the ideas behind the quarter-tone keyboard design.

Christian Klinkenberg: Combining Different Microtonal Scales
Christian Klinkenberg explains the principle of the modes in microtonal scales on the basis
of his self-made microtonal keyboards. In particular, Bohlen-Pierce and 19-edo are discussed. Each of these scales has its own character. But also strengths and weaknesses. What
advantages do we achieve by combining different scales? With the help of video and audio
examples of performances, this abstract matter is presented in a vivid way.

New quarter-tone piano. Image: Ari Kesonen
Erik Drescher: The Glissando Flute

Two different types of Bohlen-Pierce keyboards and a 19-edo keyboard (middle)

The glissando flute is a normal C-flute with a variable-length headjoint replacing the standard mouthpiece. Besides the possibility of producing non-step or stepless glissandi on one
fingering, you get an enormous number of new techniques. You can increase the possibilities of any given extended technique and also produce microtonal steps. The glissando flute
opens up a wonderful new non-step world, a continuum of pitches.

Juhani Nuorvala: My First Steps in 22EDO
Juhani Nuorvala introduces 22-equal, a fascinating tuning system that has gained popularity in recent years. Its properties will be discussed and its notation demonstrated. Examples
from Nuorvala’s film music and work-in-progress for violin and keyboards will be studied.
Porcupine, a novel temperament, supported by 22EDO as well as 96EDO, will also be discussed and demonstrated, and a piece of music for a dance theater work, written for kantele
in this temperament, will be presented.
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The glissando flute
headjoint developed
by Robert Dick
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FRIDAY 19th

MikroFest Helsinki 2018 –
Glissando-flute Recital Concert

MikroFest Helsinki 2018 – Final Concert
Glissando-flute Recital Concert

Friday October 19th at 19.00
Venue: Gallery “Myymälä 2”, Uudenmaankatu 23, Helsinki

Concert Overview
In the final concert of MikroFest Helsinki 2018 Erik Drescher, Germany-based flutist, performs recent and brand new microtonal repertoire for glissando-flute. The concert includes
six world premiers from composers around the world, including new commissioned work
from Juhani T. Vesikkala, Proxies for totems of belonging for glissando-flute and objects.
In these works various microtonal approaches range from mutable pitch tuning through
24EDO to multiphonics and noise.
In the concert, also two older works for glissando-flute and electronics are heard.
In Double Himalaya (2012) Alvin Lucier provides a slowly undulating contour which the
flutist plays against a recording of the same material made previously, resulting in endless
tiny clashes and beats. Marc Sabat’s just intonation work Swing in sweetest summer (2013)
is made for one solo performer and four computer parts, played back on loudspeakers. Listening to the unfolding of different types of just intonation intervals is central to this piece,
as well as the creation of first and second order summation tones.
Juuso Kunttu
Erik Drescher

Erik Drescher, glissando-flute
Alyssa ASKA: Eclipse (2018)
world first performance				
Alvin LUCIER: Double Himalaya (2012)
for glissando-flute and electronics

8’
17’30’’

Adrian DEMOČ: Koán 1 B (Selbstporträt mit Tenney and Lely) (2018)
world first performance
Juhani T. VESIKKALA: Proxies for totems of belonging (2018)
for glissando-flute and objects
commissioned work, world first performance

5’
10’

~ ~ ~ INTERMISSION ~ ~ ~
Martin RITTER: rigid.flux (2018)
world first performance

8’

Marc SABAT: Swing in sweetest summer (a chromatic ground for glissando flute) (2013) 16’
for glissando-flute and electronics
Beatrice BARAZZONI: Moons (2018)
world first performance

5’

Sowon YUN: Verlorenes Universum (2018)
for glissando-flute, objects, and electronics
world first performance

9’

~~~
Rolf Gustavson, sound technician
Thanks to: Myymälä2, The Composer’s Site, Korvat auki ry, MES, Ossi Hiltunen
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Descriptions of Compositions
Alyssa ASKA: Eclipse (2018)
All musical parameters of this work are governed by the idea of the glissando, or slow slide
from one musical element to another. Some elements remain extremely stable, providing
friction against the slide. The slide as musical idea is applied to dynamics, pitch, tone, and
time, with each slide acting on a different time cycle, sometimes converging, and at other
times opposing each other.
Alvin LUCIER: Double Himalaya (2012) for glissando flute and pre-recorded tape
Double Himalaya was inspired by a drawing of part of the Himalaya Mountain Range given
to the composer by Alice Schumacher of Portland, Connecticut. It was commissioned by
and written for Erik Drescher.
Adrian DEMOČ: Koán 1 B (Selbstporträt mit Tenney and Lely) (2018)
Koán 1 B (Selbstporträt mit Tenney and Lely) belongs to the series of “koáns”, exploring
extremely simple musical situations. These situations create a kind of a riddle or a task to
solve for the performer. The series pays audible hommage to James Tenney and (for each
Koan different) other composers.

Juhani T. VESIKKALA: Proxies for totems of belonging (2018)
Proxies for totems of belonging for glissando-flute and plastic mat explores the range of
apparent timbral and visual situations – the pitch fluidity and instability inherent to the
glissando slide, coupled with the theatrical presence of the performer near or on the noisy
mat. I intend this work in part as a study about any kind of intersocial make-believe or of
imposed rules that strive for an unity whereas human unity cannot be genuinely achieved
because no-one’s identity or past stands still (“totems of belonging”). Even though a musical
substance is given central stage and extended in its striving for belonging, self-enforcing
narrative and memorableness, it is yet temporal and fragile, treated with non-attachment
(“proxies”) and is prone to reshuffling at any time.

16
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Martin RITTER: rigid.flux (2018)
This piece is based on two of the characteristics the glissando headjoint is able to add to
the flute repertoire. It plays with the notion of tessitura, through articulation of the lowest
possible note, and the continuous changing of the tuning. A simple gesture is repeated and
varied throughout the piece, but with each iteration the tuning (via the headjoint) will be
changed. Therefore the rigid repetition/variation cycle is thrown into flux by the always
fluctuating tuning.
Marc SABAT: Swing in sweetest summer (a chromatic ground for glissando flute) (2013)
Swing in sweetest summer (a chromatic ground for glissando flute) was commissioned by
Erik Drescher. This work continues a cycle of instrumental solos whose harmonic forms
derive from the instruments’ physical designs. The glissando flute has a sequence of 15
fundamental pitches (B3 to C#5) making up an ascending chromatic scale of theoretically
equal tempered semitones. The possibility of extending the length of sounding tube by sliding out the head-joint lowers each of these pitches by a different interval, which gradually
increases as the fundamental rises and ranges from approximately a large major second
(15/17) to a small fourth (10/13).
This sequence of intervals is particularly suggestive, embracing all of the ‘seconds’ and ‘thirds’ which fall just outside the critical band, from the large septimal wholetone 7/8, to the very small septimal minor third 6/7, all the way to the very large septimal
major third 7/9. The fact that this beautiful family of microtonally varied intervals is so
readily produced on the glissando-flute suggested to me the form of a chromatic ground.
The music is made from a cycle of five parts, beginning with the first two played
simultaneously and ending after all five have sounded together.
1. The ascending chromatic scale (ground).
2. The ascending chromatic scale, with a downward glide to produce 15 intervals tuned to
the ground: 15/17, 7/8, 13/15, 19/22, 6/7, 11/13, 16/19, 5/6, 14/17, 9/11, 13/16, 4/5, 11/14,
7/9, 10/13.
3. The ascending chromatic scale, delayed, with a similar downward glide to produce 14 intervals tuned to the next equal tempered pitch of the rising ground: 5/6, 14/17, 9/11, 13/16,
21/26, 4/5, 15/19, 11/14, 7/9, 10/13, 16/21, 3/4, 20/27, 11/15. A final interval, 12/7, is tuned
above the initial B3, beginning the ground once again.
4. The summation tones of the interval progressions when 2. and 3. are combined forms a
sequence of quarter-tone melodies in the second octave of the flute, which fall back to the
lowest register to divide the intervals played in 3.
5. The second-order summation tones between 2., 3. and 4. form quarter-tone and eighthtone melodies in the flute’s highest octave, alternating with tones in the middle register,
which augment the intervals in 2. and 3. The music, for one solo performer and computer,
may also be performed by five glissando flutes.

MikroFest Helsinki 2018
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Beatrice BARAZZONI: Moons (2018)
Recently I became interested in sky’s observation: This piece for solo flute is inspired
through the lunar eclipse’s picture, as it has been observed in the summer of this year.
The phenomenon of alignment sun/moon/earth, looked at through lake’s reflections, let
me imagine two contrasting presences on to the moon: the one made of lunar shadows,
sinister presences, which I had accustomed to by observing moon from earth, the other
made of solar orange-red streaks, which I saw in that moment for the first time. The former
presence appears in the initial sounding universe of the piece, as an arabesque pp in continuous quarter-tones transformations by glissando-headjoint; it little by little hands over its
energies and its space to the latter, the new luminous presence, which is represented by an
increasingly tender and melancholic broken melody. In the background of these conflicting
forces, there is a fixed tone, the A of the instrument’s deep register, that is the reassuring
presence of the moon, whose light is white-yellow; from this body the arabesque as well as
the melody were born and slided until they disappeared. It seemed to me as if I had been
looking at three moons, one that faded into a second one on a third white-yellow surface,
as during the eclipse in the space of some hours the black-brown colour had been shaded
off into the orange-red: rarely has the moon thus let me into its depth through a plot of
colours. This piece is my first piece written for the glissando-flute: as such, it has been a field
of experimentations. It was exciting to “play” with flute’s particular headjoint (to which are
given some improvisations), thus chasing and representing the moon’s glares.

Presenters’, Musicians’ and Composers’
Descriptions in Alphabetical Order
Lidia ADER
Dr Lidia Ader, musicologist, art historian. She is a senior researcher of the Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov Apartment and Museum (2006-present), an artistic director of the Center
for New Technology in the Arts “Art-parkING”. Lidia Ader is a curator of arts projects,
organizer of several international musicological conferences and music festivals. She is an
author of more than 40 articles in English, Polish, Russian, German, member of the editorial boards and editor in chief of 8 books on Russian music, author of a book manuscript
“The Universe of Sound: Microtonal music in the beginning of 20th century” (publishing in 2019). Her major is interdisciplinary studies in art, microtonal music, Soviet music,
Avant-garde, Contemporary music.

Sowon YUN: “Verlorenes Universum” (2018)
“Verlorenes Universum” revolves around the idea of a brain death. Brain death refers to a
state in which the brain functions as a whole, including the brain stem, and is completely
stopped due to a serious accident such as trauma. If respiration is maintained through an
oxygen mask, he will not die immediately. So I was inspired by breathing. Breathing immediately after an accident, to counter the pain. Breathing through an oxygen mask, hoping
for help. Breathing without being alive, when there is nothing else left but the machine.

Lidia ADER

Kalle AHO

Alyssa ASKA

Kalle AHO (b. 1978) studied theoretical philosophy, mathematics and musicology at the
University of Helsinki and works as mathematics teacher. He has given presentations on
regular temperament theory at Sibelius Academy. He has been dabbling with microtonality
since 1999 when he tuned his E-mu Emax sampler to a harmonic series scale.

Kalle Aho’s all-black-keys custom built
keyboard controller.
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Alyssa ASKA is a composer, researcher, and educator who writes both acoustic and electroacoustic works, with a focus on works that combine electronics or electronically-inspired techniques with acoustic instruments. Her current research explores the aesthetics
of musical works which contain electronics, and concerns itself with the way in which new
compositional applications (such as electronics) can be integrated into works in a musically
meaningful way. As a researcher, she has done extensive work with translating gesture into
sound, as a member of the University of British Columbia SUBCLASS and as an individual
composer-performer. The results of this work has been presented at several conferences,
including ICMC, NIME, SMC, and EMS. Alyssa received her B.Sc. in Music Technology
from the University of Oregon under the supervision of Dr. Jeffrey Stolet and Dr. Robert
Kyr, her M.Mus in Composition from the University of British Columbia under the supervision of Dr. Keith Hamel and Dr. Robert Pritchard, and her Ph.D. in Composition from
the University of Calgary under the supervision of Dr. David Eagle. Her music and research
has been presented at concerts, festivals, and conferences worldwide. She has also provided
the soundtrack for both Canadian and European films. Alyssa is currently a student at the
Kunstuniversität Graz, where she studies computer music with Dr. Marko Ciciliani and
composition for music theatre with Klaus Lang.
Beatrice BARAZZONI studied at «G. Verdi» Conservatory in Milano. She obtained the
Diploma in Piano under V. Balzani, the Composition Diploma in 1999 as well as the M.A.
in 2006 with A. Solbiati. Meanwhile she has been studying Italian Literature and Musicology at the Universities of Milano and Padua, where she received the Arts Degree (1993) and
the Ph.D. (2006). In 1997 she wins a D.A.A.D. scholarship for a semester of studies at Heidelberg, Germany. She won the international Composition competitions: “Alice Bel Colle”
Alessandria in 2001, “Musici Mojanesi” Treviso in 2006, “Carl von Ossietzky” Oldenburg
in 2011, Chamber Music Seinäjoki in 2011, and «Prague Philharmonic Choir» in 2014. Her
pieces have been performed in several seasons and festivals of contemporary music in Cremona, Cagliari, Klagenfurt, Spittal a.d. Drau, Weimar, Siegburg, Oldenburg, Angoulême,
York, Évora, Antwerp, Brussels, Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Prague, Bacau, Moscow, Budapest, Seinäjoki, Bucharest, Mexico City, Bloomington IL, and São Paulo.
In 2004 she has been approaching the sounding-visual poetry of P. Albani for
producing spectacles of music-poetry in Piacenza. Her Trio “L’astro della palude” was selected for the “Labyrinthmaker platform” project of the Pierrot Lunaire Ensemble Wien
who performed it in 2007 during a tour in seven countries. The Belgian Trio «Thelema»
commissioned a piece from her, which was performed in 2008 in Ghent. In 2013 her project about studying and reinventing Bulgarian folk songs has been supported by the French
association Temp’ora and realized in the École nationale de Musique of Sofia. In 2017 she
collaborated with W. Cianciusi for compositions with electronics.
Adrian DEMOČ studied composition with Martin Smolka, František Emmert, Doina
Rotaru, and Osvaldas Balakauskas in Brno (Czech Republic), Bucharest (Romania) and
Vilnius (Lithuania). In 2010 he was the head of the jury of the music discipline at NEU/
NOW Nantes festival organized by ELIA European League of Institutes of the Arts. Prizes
in composition include the Leoš Janáček Prize (2008), Cellotronics (2014) , Plural ensemble’s competition (2016) and Czech Philharmonic competition (2018).
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Adrian’s music has been performed so far by musicians and ensembles such as Apartment
House (UK), Manuel Zurria (IT), Françoise Rivalland (FR), Milan Pala (SK), Opera Diversa (CZ), Ostravska banda or Plural ensemble (ES) etc. in festivals in Austria, Croatia, Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, Spain and USA. His compositions has been released on Pavlik records (SK), Either/Oar (US) and Entr’acte (UK). He
is also an occasional improviser and writes articles on contemporary music for the Slovak
magazine Hudobný život.
https://soundcloud.com/adrian-democ

Beatrice BARAZZONI

Adrian DEMOČ

Erik DRESCHER

Erik DRESCHER (b. 1972) is a freelance flutist, performer and curator for contemporary
music based in Berlin.
In addition to a very active international career as a solo performer, he has performed in many ensembles for contemporary music. He has premiered an enormous number of new pieces, the majority of which were also commissioned by him and dedicated
to him. He has been working with composers like Peter Ablinger, Maryanne Amacher,
Alberto Bernal, Antoine Beuger, Annesley Black, J.-P. Caron, Axel Dörner, Sabine Ercklentz, Julio Estrada, Dror Feiler, Friedrich Goldmann, Hauke Harder, Andrew Harlan,
Hanna Hartman, Michael Hirsch, Adriana Hölszky, Nicolaus A. Huber, Henrique Iwao,
Jamilja Jazylbekova, Esaias Järnegard, Sven-Åke Johansson, Christian Kesten, Johannes
Kreidler, Artur Kroschel, Bernhard Lang, Klaus Lang, Juseub Lim, Alvin Lucier, Michael
Maierhof, Maximilian Marcoll, Lucas Martin, Chico Mello, André O. Möller, Andrea Neumann, Chris Newman, Phill Niblock, Ivo Nilsson, Helmut Oehring, Christoph Ogiermann,
Younghi Pagh-Paan, Marianthi Papalexandri-Alexandri, Gérard Pape, Karen Power, Éliane Radigue, Uwe Rasch, Jaime Reis, Manuel Rocha Iturbide, Marc Sabat, Idin Samimi
Mofakham, Friedrich Schenker, Marcus Schmickler, Cornelius Schwehr, Martin Schüttler,
Salvatore Sciarrino, Simon Steen-Andersen, Ernstalbrecht Stiebler, Stefan Streich, Chiyoko
Szlavnics, Kasper T. Toeplitz, Jakob Ullmann, Mauricio Valdes, Jennifer Walshe, Jeremy
Woodruff, Arash Yazdani, Lidia Zielińska.
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A special focus in recent years has been his work around the glissando flute, a normal
C-flute with a variable-length headjoint replacing the standard mouthpiece. He is the editor
of “The Glissando Flute Collection Erik Drescher” (Verlag Neue Musik), a collection of solo
works composed for the new instrument. Since 2012 Drescher is curator for music at the
theatre Acker Stadt Palast in Berlin.
Elisa JÄRVI (b.1976) completed her artistic doctoral studies at the Sibelius Academy DocMus Department in Helsinki. Her written thesis and book discusses the rhythmic and metrical aspects of Piano Etude No. 8 by György Ligeti. She also studied in London and Cologne where she completed her “Konzertexamen”. Ms. Järvi is currently working as teacher
and post doctoral researcher at the Sibelius Academy and studying musicology at the Helsinki University. Together with Finnish composer Sampo Haapamäki she has recently designed a new kind of quarter-tone piano keyboard. In 2017 Elisa Järvi premiered Sampo
Haapamäki’s Quarter-Tone Piano Concerto with orchestra and the year before some chamber music, written by several young composers for MikroEnsemble. She is an active performer of contemporary music, and also combines contemporary music with performances
of earlier works, including works written for the fortepiano. She has performed extensively
throughout Europe as a chamber musician, and engagements have taken her to Japan and
the United States. Her debut album “Aufforderung zum Tanz” (Fuga 9370) features dances
and compositions with dance influences by classical and contemporary composers.
Tuomas KETTUNEN (b. 1992) is a Finnish composer of contemporary classical, electronic
and media music. He holds a B.M. in music composition from the Sibelius Academy in
Helsinki where he has studied composition with Tapio Tuomela and is currently pursuing
a Master of Music. He has also studied composition and orchestration at USC Thornton
School of Music in Los Angeles, California with Don Crockett, Sean Friar and Frank Tichelli. He has attended many international masterclasses in composition taught by Jukka
Tiensuu, Amnon Wolman, James Dillon, Giovanni Verrando, José María Sánchez-Verdú
and Daniele Bravi.His music has been performed by many notable contemporary music
ensembles and performers including Helsinki Chamber Choir, Avanti! Chamber orchestra,
defunensemble, Kymi Sinfonietta, Ensemble POING, String Quartet from Oulu Symphony Orchestra, Veli Kujala, Gustav Djupsjöbacka, Mirja Mäkelä, Kirill Kozlovski and Atso
Almila. He has received great reviews of his public performances and his music has been
broadcasted multiple times by Finnish Broadcasting Company. He has also written a great
number of arrangements for various ensembles and orchestras.
Most of his latest works explore the complex relationship between musical expression and other art forms, modern technology and human behavior. Often this is seen
as a strong influences and direct quotations both in the surface level and in overall form of
the music. His latest works also explore the different forms of microtonality.
Christian KLINKENBERG
Born in Eupen (B) in 1976, Christian Klinkenberg studied composition at the “Koninklijk
Conservatorium Brussel”, where he earned two master degrees: the first in the jazz Department and the second in contemporary classical composition. Alongside his work as
a composer, Klinkenberg is an active musician: pianist, bandleader and improviser with
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different performers and ensembles. He teaches at the conservatory of Luxembourg and
Brussels and researches at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel for his PhD-Project. Main interests
in music: interactivity, alternative forms of notation, microtonal musical instruments, combination of different microtonal scales and mixed-media.
Last Projects:
- CD “Geo²”, released in 2016 by Neuklang (D)
- The ballet “The Bell Tower”
- The Bohlen-Pierce string quartet
- The opera “Das Kreuz der Verlobten”
- The interactive Mixed-Media composition “The Leaves that Hung but Never Grew”

Elisa JÄRVI

Tuomas KETTUNEN

Christian KLINKENBERG

Korvat auki ry (’Ears Open’) is a society of young composers and contemporary music
enthusiasts based in Finland, that both makes the music of it’s members heard and also
works for a more active and diverse musical culture. As the young generation’s voice and
experimental laboratory Korvat auki wants to find those nooks, crannies and hidden doors
of art, that the more estabilished institutions aren’t interested to look for.
Korvat auki was established by young composition students in 1977 to shake up
the stuffyness in Finnish music life. The society’s activity has become more international,
aesthetically varied and risen to a new bloom in the 2010s. We produce around 10 concerts
and other events each year with voluntary work.
Interaction between different art forms and improvisation are examples of our
current directions for musical experimentation.
Follow us: korvatauki.net | FB: @korvataukiry | IG: @korvatauki | twitter: @KorvatAuki
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Korvat Auki Ensemble
Performers: Sebastian Dumitrescu, Suvi Linnovaara, Grisell Macdonel, Teemu Mastovaara,
Libero Mureddu, Lauri Supponen, Niilo Tarnanen.
Korvat Auki Ensemble is a group performing improvised and experimental music. The ensemble was founded in Spring 2013 by members of Korvat auki (”Ears Open”),
a Society of young Finland-based composers, striving to find a path towards an all-encompassing way of enacting one’s musicianship and exploration of limits beyond conventionality.
During its first years, the ensemble has performed in various environments including bars, galleries, a chapel, an old villa and the occupied university building Porthania.
The ensemble has collaborated with stage poets, visual artists as well as with contact improvisation dancers.
In July 2014, the ensemble performed at the Time of Music Festival, Viitasaari,
which is one of the leading contemporary music festivals of Finland. In August 2015, the
ensemble made its debut at the Flow Festival which is the biggest urban pop and experimental music festival in Finland, giving an epic hour long non-stop improvisation show. In
April 2016, Korvat Auki Ensemble made six flash mob -like sonic strikes called Julkea ääni
(“Arrogant sound”) in public commercial spaces around Tampere City Center as a part of
Tampere Biennale contemporary music festival. In October 2016 Korvat Auki Ensemble
made its international debut in the Sügisfest new music festival in Tallinn, Estonia. In February 2017 the ensemble accompanied electronic music artist Jan St. Werner at the Musica
Nova festival in Helsinki.
The repertoire of Korvat Auki Ensemble consists primarily of free and concept-based improvisations, but the ensemble has also performed open score and comprovisation pieces, a technique the ensemble members studied with Sandeep Bhagwati in July
2014.
The wind and string players, keyboardists, guitarists, object artists and vocalists
perform with a line-up varying from duos to the whole collective of a dozen musicians.
Beyond the ensemble, some members profile themselves primarily as composers, others
as performing musicians. However, this traditional division of roles has no significance
in the Korvat auki ensemble’s artistic practice. Artistic decision-making is collective and
non-hierarchic. Coordinator Sebastian Dumitrescu is responsible of the administration of
the ensemble.
http://soundcloud.com/korvataukiensemble
Juuso KUNTTU (b. 1981) is musicologist, music theorist, writer, curator and composer.
He has studied musicology in the University of Helsinki with Eero Tarasti and Kai Lassfolk,
composition with Harri Vuori, and music technology in Sibelius Academy. Kunttu’s speciality is microtonal music theory, on which he has given presentations in the University of
Helsinki, in Sibelius Academy and in a microtonal music conference in St. Petersburg in
2012. Most of his writings and Master’s thesis are about microtonal music theory and microtonal notation. Kunttu’s compositions have been performed in Helsinki Music Centre
and in Koko theater. He was the producer of the Mikrotonaalinen Foorumi seminary in
Helsinki in May 2018, and he is the co-director of the MikroFest Helsinki 2018.
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Juho LAITINEN performs and researches by playing and singing. He is the curator of
Tulkinnanvaraista concert series searching the meanings and possibilities of historic
avantgarde art for our postmodern era. Laitinen has studied in Turku, London, Rome and
New York, and has received his PhD from Sibelius Academy in 2013.
Alvin LUCIER (b. 1931) is an American composer of experimental music and sound
installations that explore acoustic phenomena and auditory perception. A long-time
music professor at Wesleyan University, Lucier was a member of the influential Sonic Arts
Union, which included Robert Ashley, David Behrman, and Gordon Mumma. Much of
his work is influenced by science and explores the physical properties of sound itself: resonance of spaces, phase interference between closely tuned pitches, and the transmission of
sound through physical media.

Juuso KUNTTU

Juho LAITINEN

Alvin LUCIER

Grisell MACDONEL (MEX-FIN) is double bass player and musicologist. She studied
art music’s double bass at the Faculty of Music of UNAM in Mexico City. In 2009 she
obtained her MA in musicology by the University of Helsinki. In Mexico, she performed
solo repertoire for the double bass, and worked as freelance musician with the Carlos Chavez Symphonic Orchestra. Nowadays she is dedicated to her work as doctoral
researcher at the University of Helsinki, and as double bass player she participates in distinct orchestras such as the Helsinki Metropolitan Orchestra, HF, PO, and music projects
such as Aurinko Música de Latinoamérica ry. Musical improvisation is also one of her
main fields of interest where she focuses on free improvisation, and musical experimentation with the double bass. Her first approaches to improvisation took place in Mexico,
at the Laboratory of Musical Creation of the composer Julio Estrada, and continued in
Finland with the collective Laponia Improvisations. She is part of distinct improvisation
projects such as: Call Us Quartet, and Korvat Auki Ensemble.
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Teemu MASTOVAARA (b. 1990) currently works as a cellist for the Turku City Theatre
musical Varissuo, from time to time also employing electronics in his playing. Besides that,
he is composing music focused on combining different genres, right now especially extreme metal with electroacoustic music and electronic music. He is finishing his master’s
in Contemporary Performance and Composition, which is a joint programme between the
music universities/colleges in Tallinn, Stockholm, Lyon and Hamburg. His final project
work for the programme, Mit inniger Empfindung for violin, piano, cello, electric bass,
percussion, gayageum, live painter, and electronics, was chosen for the Ung Nordisk Musik
2019, which will be held in Piteå, Sweden.

Grisell MACDONEL

Teemu MASTOVAARA

Juhani NUORVALA

Juhani NUORVALA (b. 1961) is a Finnish composer. He studied in the 1980’s and 1990’s
in Helsinki, Paris and New York. His teachers include Eero Hämeenniemi (MMus 1991,
Sibelius Academy), Tristan Murail and David Del Tredici (Fulbright Scholarship 1993-94,
City University of New York). In 1997-98, Nuorvala was Composer-in-Residence for the
Tapiola Sinfonietta. In 2006 and 2007, the Netherlands Wind Ensemble gave a series of
concerts of Nuorvala’s compositions and arrangements in the Netherlands and in Prague.
In 2002-2006, Nuorvala worked as artistic director at Tampere Biennale, a festival of contemporary Finnish music. Nuorvala is currently Lecturer in Composition at the Sibelius
Academy, Helsinki. A notable variety of influences – microtonality, American Minimalism,
New Romanticism, popular music such as electronic dance music – has been regarded
as a special feature of Nuorvala’s idiom. Nuorvala has composed chamber, orchestral and
electronic works; he has also created the music and sounds for several plays at the Finnish
National Theatre, in addition to writing an opera (Flash Flash, 2005) based on the life of
Andy Warhol (libretto: Juha Siltanen). Starting from the 2000’s, Nuorvala has written most
of his music in alternative tuning systems, often but not exclusively in the system known
as Extended Just Intonation. Among Nuorvala’s most important works are Notturno urbano (for orchestra, 1996), Tiksu (radiophonic work, 1997) Clarinet Concerto (1998), 2 nd
String Quartet (1998), Boost (for cello and synthesizer, 2009), Fanfare and Toccata (for viola da gamba and Fokker organ, 2013), Septimalia (for orchestra, 2014), Enharmonic Suite
(for harpsichord, 2017) and Variationes ex ‘Bene quondam’ (for string orchestra, 2017).
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Martin RITTER is interested in the intersection of music, technology, and performance.
This includes musicological research in electronic music and how it can be analyzed and
understood with the aid of computational tools. He is a composer of electronic and acoustic
works, which have been performed across North America, Europe, and Asia. He has been
published in the proceedings of NIME, ICMC, EMS, and eContact!. He actively participates in new music festivals such as the Darmstadt, Impuls, and ComposIt. Currently he
is pursuing a PhD in Computational Media Design at the University of Calgary with Drs.
Friedemann Sallis and Jeffrey Boyd.
Juhani RÄISÄNEN (b. 1956)
I am a performing artist, musician and visual artist from Helsinki. A major part of my artist
activities has been instrument building in the field of electronic music. It all began when I
was Master of Arts student in the Department of Musicology in Helsinki University. I was
fascinated about the history of the Electronic Music Studio of the University, which has
been active from the 1960’s, when Erkki Kurenniemi built his own instruments there. The
subject of my Master’s thesis was Interactive music.
After my Master’s studies I continued building electronic music instruments,
working with dancers, creating live performance with my own made sensors and own interactive music. This path continued to Doctor of Arts studies in the Aalto University, during which I built a new instrument called Sormina. My doctoral dissertation was about the
artistic process in creating the new instrument. Within a 10 years’ period I have performed
with Sormina in various locations, from Los Angeles to Hamburg, from Athens to Helsinki.
Now I have left Sormina in the background, and built a new instument, called
Zorm. It is still wireless and handheld, utilizing the opportunities of music software in
mobile devices. I have performed with the instrument in the Hybrid Labs seminar in Aalto
University in summer 2018, and in the Kuopio tanssii ja soi festival.

Martin RITTER

Juhani RÄISÄNEN and Zorm
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Marc SABAT (born 22 September 1965) is a Canadian composer based in Berlin since
1999. He has made concert music pieces, works with video, and installations with acoustic
instruments and, in some recent pieces, computer-generated electronics, drawing inspiration from investigations of the sounding and perception of small number relations (Just
Intonation), American folk and experimental musics, Minimal Art. His work is presented
internationally in radio broadcasts and at festivals of new music including the Bludenzer
Tage zeitgemäßer Musik, Donaueschinger Musiktage, MaerzMusik, Darmstadt and Carnegie Hall. His works do not fall into a single personal style, but they generally share a crystalline clarity of texture and a seek to focus listeners’ perception of sounding structures into
a process of musical ‘thinking’. Sabat is a frequent collaborator, having worked often with
visual artists and other composers, including brother painter and filmmaker Peter Sabat.
Other collaborators include John Oswald (composer), Martin Arnold, Nicolas Fernandez,
Matteo Fargion, Wolfgang von Schweinitz, and Stefan Bartling. Most recently, since 2006
he has been working on a series of works placing compositions in scenery with works of
Düsseldorf-based artist Lorenzo Pompa. Sabat’s music may be heard on the Plainsound
Music Edition YouTube Channel.
Since the early 1990s, Sabat has been reinvestigating harmony by studying the
theory and musical applications of Just Intonation. Together with Wolfgang von Schweinitz
he conceived and developed a method of staff notation for JI ratios called The Extended
Helmholtz-Ellis JI Pitch Notation. He has also studied JI intervals empirically on string
and brass instruments, developing a list of so-called “tuneable intervals”: ratios within a
three-octave span which can readily be tuned by ear using electronic or acoustic sounds.
These intervals have been used in a number of recent compositions and also are the basis of
a self-tuning computer algorithm (“Micromaelodeon”) which is currently under development. The most recent version was implemented in April 2009 on a Haken Audio Continuum Fingerboard and programmed in MaxMSP.
Matilda SEPPÄLÄ’s (b. 1993, Mäntsälä) music studies started at the age of six at the Porvoonseutu Music Institute. Seppälä began formal composition studies in Tampere in 2011
taught by Jouni Kaipainen. Since then, Seppälä has studied at the Latvian Music Academy,
Riga, and at the Sibelius Academy as a pupil of Tapio Nevanlinna and Veli-Matti Puumala.
Some of the influential teachers at master classes include Isabel Mundry, Brian Ferneyhough, Kaija Saariaho, Salvatore Sciarrino, Beat Furrer and Jukka Tiensuu.
The music of Seppälä has been performed among others by New Ensemble, Kaaos Ensemble, Quartetto Prometeo and Matteo Cesari, Avanti!, Helsinki Chamber Choir,
TampereRaw, NYKY Ensemble, Tampering Ensemble, Symphony Orchestra FIAM and
chamber musicians of Tapiola Sinfonietta. Seppälä’s orchestral, choral and chamber music
works have been successful in the composition contests “in modo di Lutoslawski”, Peteris
Vasks, and Einojuhani Rautavaara. The Finnish Music Foundation (MES), the Finnish Cultural Foundation (the Central Fund, the Pirkanmaa Regional Fund), the Sibelius Academy
Foundation, as well as the Majaoja and Pro Musica Foundations have been supportive of
studies and work in composing.
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Janne VALKEAJOKI (b.1992) has studied accordion at the Sibelius Academy as a pupil of
Matti Rantanen, Heidi Velamo and Veli Kujala and is currently carrying out soloist postgraduate studies (Meisterklasse) at the Hochschule für Musik in Würzburg, on Stefan Hussong’s accordion class.
Valkeajoki has performed extensively as a soloist and chamber musician both in
Finland and in Europe, including Tage der Neuen Musik in Bamberg, Sysmän Suvisoitto,
the Music Festivals in Mänttä and Ilmajoki, Musica nova Helsinki, Nürnberg Organ Week
and Cologne’s “Acht Brücken” -Triennale, as well as performing solo concerts among others on the accordion festivals in Vilnius, Kokkola, and Belgrade. As a soloist, collaborators
have been the Lappeenranta, Jyväskylä and Mikkeli City Symphony Orchestras, the Radio
Symphony Orchestra and the Symphony Orchestra of the Sibelius Academy, under the baton of conductors Jaakko Kuusisto, Hannu Lintu, Vytautas Lukocius and Sian Edwards.
Valkeajoki has premiered works for example by Cecilia Damström, Ville Raasakka and
Viera Janárčekova, and in March 2018 Valkeajoki premiered Magnus Lindberg’s new solo
accordion work.
In 2015, Janne Valkeajoki won the first prize in the XXIII Arrasate Hiria Accordion Competition in Spain, which counts among the world’s most prestigious accordion
competitions. Valkeajoki also received the award for the best performance of the mandatory work by Sofia Gubaidulina.
Janne began to study conducting at the Sibelius Academy at the age of 14 as a
pupil of Jorma Panula. Apart from studying, Valkeajoki has conducted numerous Finnish orchestras, including Deutsche Staatsphilharmonie Rheinland-Pfalz, Südwestdeutsche
Philharmonie and Nürnberger Symphoniker. At present he is conducting a bachelor’s degree in orchestral conducting at the Hochschule für Musik Würzburg under the direction
of Ari Rasilainen.

Marc SABAT

Matilda SEPPÄLÄ

Janne VALKEAJOKI
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Juhani T. VESIKKALA (b. 1990, Helsinki) is a composer, baritone singer, multi-instrumentalist, teacher and writer on music. Since 2018, Vesikkala is a doctorate scholar in
composition at the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague (HAMU), Czechia. Vesikkala
completed a Master’s degree at the Sibelius Academy with T. Nevanlinna and V. Puumala.
Between 2012 and 2013, Vesikkala studied composition with B. Furrer and P. Billone in
Kunstuniversität Graz, as well as electroacoustic composition at the IEM.
Compositions spanning most acoustic genres, electronic, comprovisation, and
intermedial music have been performed worldwide, since 2002 when Vesikkala studied
with J. Trbojević and L. Wennäkoski. An extensive thesis on piano multiphonic flageolets
research from Vesikkala’s previous 2015 Florence acoustics congress paper was published
in 2016.
Vesikkala’s singing career has generated several globally acclaimed premiere recordings of current music with the Helsinki Chamber Choir. Vesikkala’s creative flow draws
influences from travel, queer feminism, genetics, and Engaged Buddhism.
Sowon YUN
At the age of 19 I first started composing, with Suk Hee-Cho. I entered the composition department of Yeungnam University and was taught composing by Lim Joo-seob. My works
have been performed in Taiwan, have been elected for the contest at Daegu International
Contemporary Music Festival and elected for the second price in Busan Contemporary
Music Competition. I participated in the composition program in Münster and my composition “Black box” was played in Ahlen, Greven and Bocholt. Currently I am working on
my Master of Music at the Hochschule für Musik Carl Maria von Weber in Dresden, and
taught by prof. Manos Tsangaris and prof. Mark Andre.
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Table of Tuning Systems
Advocated by the Participants
in order of appearance
by Juuso Kunttu

Participant

System

Juuso Kunttu

general

Juho Laitinen

JI

Tuomas Kettunen

JI, 24edo, mixed

Lidia Ader

general

Juhani Räisänen

noise spectrum

Juhani T. Vesikkala

multiphonics, mixed

Matilda Seppälä

12edo with bends

Marc Sabat

JI

Korvat Auki Ensemble Reinhard-128, mixed
Kalle Aho

17edo

Christian Klinkenberg 19edo, Bohlen-Pierce

Juhani T. VESIKKALA
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Sowon YUN

Juhani Nuorvala

22edo

Elisa Järvi

24edo

Erik Drescher

various

Alyssa Aska

mutable

Beatrice Barazzoni

24edo, free continuum

Adrian Demoč

free continuum

Martin Ritter

24edo, bends

Sowon Yun

24edo, glissandi, noise

JI = just intonation
edo = equal division of the octave
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Events Map
Helsinki Music Centre - Auditorium
Mannerheimintie 13 A, 00100 Helsinki
There is a walking distance from Central Railway Station
to Helsinki Music Centre.
From the main foyer go downstairs to the 1st floor.
Cross the lower foyer. Auditorium is in the back. Follow the signs.

Vapaan Taiteen Tila / Space for Free Arts
Vilhonvuorenkuja 15-16, 00500 Helsinki
Near the Sörnäinen Metro Station.

Gallery Myymälä2
Uudenmaankatu 23 F, 00120 Helsinki
Trams 1, 6T and 10 pass nearby.
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Words of Appreciation
We extend our sincere thanks to the following
collaborators and assistants:
Sibelius-Akatemian sävellyksen ja musiikinteorian aineryhmä
Korvat auki ry.
EUROMicrofest
The Composer’s Site
Helsinki Music Centre
Vapaan Taiteen Tila
Myymälä2
Juhani Nuorvala
Rolf Gustavson
Kalle Autio
Ossi Hiltunen
Janne Kivistö
Niilo Tarnanen

Sponsors
MES
Sibelius Academy
Korvat auki ry
Vapaan Taiteen Tila
Juhani T. Vesikkala
Juuso Kunttu
Visit the festival website:
microtonalfinland.wordpress.com/mikrofest
Program booklet and translations: Juuso Kunttu
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